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SA-in i t

I. Introduction.
\,

This paper describes a technique for teaching the pronunciation of

English polysyllables by means of a series of ordered rules.
1

Since

English spelling often does not correspond to pronunciation in a direct

way, it is often difficult for non-native speakers of English to

pronounce an unfam. ar word correctly, when it is encountered in reading.

This problem is ub quitous among students of Englsh as a foreign

language who do not have the opportunity to live in an English-speaking $

eommunit

The tec 'clue described herein involves set, of Ordered rules,

h pertaining to a different Class of English words, where a

classils defined by the suffix of the rard. In Schnitzer (1974)

the results of a pilot study designed to test such rules are discussesk

Encouraged by the results of tkis study, I undertook a more extensive

investigation in w ich twelve Belgian students of English were asked to

apply ordered rules wh h related English orthographic form to pronunciation.

Some fifty classes of words were worked on. One of the subjects coMN.,

pleted 2S sets of words involving 32 different English suffixes. (This

was the greatest number completed by anyone.) The present paper

presents the results of his participation.

II. nethod.

Subject P.G., a native speaker of French, and a student of Germanic

in the second candidature at the Catholic. University of Louvain (U.C.L.),

was asked to read English polysyllabic uords, arranged according'

to suffix. He was then asked io perfonn sets of ordered rules to



between 10 and 40 words representative of each class, in order to, derive

the correct pronunciation. He was then retested on the original lists

of words.
2 The number of errors before and after the performance of these

rules was noted.

III. Results.

The results are reproduced in Table I below. Note that P.G.'s

number of errors decreased from 2,941 to 296 -an improvement of

almost 90%.



Word Class

-ous

-ion

-ent, -ence, -ency

-an

-al

-ia

-cy

-ant, -ance, -ancy

-ic

-ary

-ism

-ician

-meat

-most

-able

-ible

-age

-did

-ate

-ly

,

-scope

Number of

words read

Schnitzer 4

Number of Errors .

1st reading

239 61

519 91

435 153

153 47

369 88

109 44

30 15

431 0,

428 169

66 18

222 97

139 39

24

363 90

27 12.

505 140

134 27

131 21

42 31

220 26

147 31

69 25

303 92

23

1'
12

11

2nd reading 4 months later

23 111

29

18

8

18

6

0

20

34

2

24

10

3

18

1

25

9

1

4

9

5

17

4

33

46
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IV. vaterials.

711,.2 following re'l)reent-s the instructions and general inforr-1:_

Presented to 11.(t., followed by the sets of rules he performed.
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A FEW 'PRELIMINARY REMARKS

In performing the rules contained in this book, you will often

encounter the instructions 'Number the vowels'. This means kcr start/ i.

0

with the leftmost vowel Of the suffix as num 17 one, and to count

each vowel of the wordg going from Right to Left. So for example,

the following iwo wordsfwith the suffixes -ion and -ate, respectively,
0

would be numbered as follows:

CONTRITION
3 2 1

INVESTIGATE
4 3 2 1

2. I When you are told to assign stress, you are to assign primary

stress. When instructed to assign primary sttess.tb a certain vowel,

place a mark like this (') over the vowel. Secondary stress (marked

thus (s)) will always be referred to as 'secondary stress'.

3. If you are instructed to assign stress to a vowel with a number

which does not exist for a given word, assign the stress to the vowel

with the nexthic;hest :limber. For example, if you 'are instructed to

assimn stress to vowel four of 'diarram', you cannot because the

vowel with the highest number is the , and it is vowel three.

DIAGRAM
3 2 1

A
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Therefore, you should assign stress to vowel number three; it is the

.vowel with the'next.highest number to four.

4, The specific rules mentioned in the sets of rules always take

precedence over the General Rules,, should the rules be in conflict,

I

110



DEFINITIONS

after: immediately to the right of

before: immediately to the left of
cit

beginning: leftmost, furthest to the left

between:

1

digraph:

ending:

Schnitzer 8

O

'between x and y' means that x is left of the item

and y is right of the item. C

4

1) Two orthographic vowels combined to form a single

vocalic nucleus df a syllable.

e.g. READ /riyd/

BOOT /buwt/

HAIR /heHr/

14.110 /latf/, /la:f/

or

2) Two orthographic consonants combined to form a

single pronounced consonant.

e.g. LAUGH /1mf/, /la:f/

THING /010/ t

PHONY Howniy/

rightmost, furthest to the right

final: rightmost, furthest to the right

finally: occurring furthest to the right
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follow: to occur immediately to the right of

follred by:' immediately to the left of

initial: leftmost, furthest' tO the left

initially: occurring furthest to the left

,precede:

preceded by..

to accur innediately to the left of

dialely.to the right of
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GENERAL RULES

I. General Rules for consonants:

b. = /bi n /n/

d 7 /d/ E = /P/

/f/ r = /r/

t = /t/

= /v/

w = iwi

iti

. /3/ = /di/

= /k/

= /11

/0/ when it is just to the left_of i e, or y. (ceiling)

/k/ everywhere elhe (except when part of a digraph). (cake)

/5/ when it is just to the left of i, e, 'or y. (em)

lel elsewhere (except when part of a digraph). (EIE)

h = ie snt when final (except when part of a digraph).

/h/ elsewhere (except when part of a dipraph).

= /z/ between two vowels or between a vowel and an m or an n.

/0 elsewhere.

x = /ks/ and it counts as two consonants.

4/ when initial.

/f/ and it counts as one consonant.
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th = /e/ or /4/ and it =tilts as one consonant.

=

,sh ii/

= ig/, Und_ltNcoun A as one consonant.

. r

.=-' /././ and it counts is ohe consonant.
.--

.
.

ch = generally sounds like /8/,'( = /0). Sometimes-itAunds like

/k/. It. always sound's like /kj-wheit is to the left

of another conson t. It counts as pne conso4Tit.

ps = /s/ initially

/ps/ elsewhere

= is'a consonant4xcept*when final or when it comes between two
(

consonants (or when otherwise noted). When y is a

consonant, it sounds li e /j/ (= /y/).

counts as one consonant and is pronounced /kw/.

I, d, and 1 count as single consoinant6 whemver used hereih.

II. General Rules foVowels.
J

a, e, i, o, and u are vowels. y is a vowel when final or when it

comes between two consonants.

4104

The following rules Ado not always work, Aput should serve as reneral

guidelines.

a

L,t,41
air ,
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1. Rees for u.

9

/a/ if followed by r + consonant (e.g. urt as in hurt).

See rules for r-clusters below.
olor

ii. /A/ if followed-by two consonants. (luck)

iii. /uw/w1In preceded by r or 1 (unless i. or ii. applies).

(rule)

iv. /w/ when preceded by 2., gm counts ai one conson nt. (quote)

/yuw/ everywhere else. (mule)

2. Rules for r-clusters

These are the pronunciations of vowels when followed by r + consonant:

a ( + r + consonant) = /a/

o Co r + cononant) = /b/

i

e ( + r + consonant) = /4'

3. Guidelines for vowel pronunciation.

a

i. These are generally tie pronunciations of vowels when followed

by two consonants:

a, = he/ i = /1/

e = /6/
o

/:/, /a/

These are generally the pronunciations of vowels when

followed by one consonant:

= /ey/ or /

s = /iy/ or /8/

1:i
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iii. i followed by a vowel 0 /ay/ when stressed.. See below

for unstressed i.

4. Unstressed Vowels.

When vowels are not stressed, they.are generally reduced.

Unstressed e.followed by a, i, or o is generally /iy/.

Unstressed i.followed by e, a, o, or u is generally /&y /. .

Unstressed a and ,i in other environments, and unstressed a and

o in most environments are pronounced as /e /,

5. x is a vowel when final or when it occurs between two con-

sonants (or when otherwise noted). When y is a vowel, it

generally follows the pronunciation rules for i.

6. Note: au = rewrite as whenever you see it.

Note:* eu = t wyu/

III. Prefixes.

1. Invariant Group.

Although the following prefixes may be pronounced in

different ways in different environments by different native

speakers, you-will never be incorrect if you use the following

--__Tonunciations:

14
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bi-
R

/bay/ /priy/

dv- /day/ .psych- /sayk/

dis- dvs- /dls/ re- /riy/

demi- /devil/ retro-, /retrow/

hemi- /hemi/ semi- /sEmi/

iso- /aysaw/ sub- /sAb/

mis- /mIs/ sur- /se(r)/

non- /non/, /nan/ tri- /tray/

most- /powst/ un- /An/

2. Variant rrOup.

For each of the following prefixes, use pronunciation (1)

unless stress falls on the second syllable of the prefix. In

the latter case, use pronunciation (2).4 For example, pronuncia-

tion (1) of the prefix demo- is /demo / and pronunciation (2)

is /derzli; thus we find the pair of English words /aria krkt/

/dem;:icresi/.

ado- (1)

anti- (1)

auto- (1)

demo- (1;

E22- (1)

44".-;;;-

/a.pe/; (2) /epa/

hentay/; (2) henti/

/::teh (2) /c:W, /;:ti/

/demo /; (2) /der:1, /deri/

/31-Yei; (7) /3iT1/.

inter- (1) gnte(r)/; (2) iIntZ(r)/

meta- (1) /r8t4; (2) /mStk/

micro- (1) /raykreh (2) /maykr:1, /maykr6/
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mono- (1) /m;n0/, /mane /; (2) /mer4f, /meni/

multi- (1) /magi; hultr/

neo- (1),_/niyok (2) /niyU, /niyi/

Para- (1) /pmre/; (2) /per4/

phono- (1) /fowneh (2) /fan: /, /feni/

PoTY- (1) /pcli/, /pali/; (2) /pelf/

super- (1) /s(y)limpe(r)/; (2) /s(y)uwpe(r)/

tole- (1) /tgleh (2) ,/teli/

3. -Two more

e* is usually pronounced /ks /; however, when it is just to

the left of a stressed vowel it is pronounced /Egz/.

(e.g. extract /ekstricti-- exact /Egzkt/).

11/- is pronounced /hay/ before -22E, -22, and -dr0.

14)
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SPECIAL RULES

(

Pronunciation of vowel followed by two consonants followed by

4

ion, ian, ial, ia, ions, eons:

a+ Consonant + Consonant ion

-e + Consonant + Consonant

+ Consonant + Consonant

o + Consonant + Consonant

ian

ial
---
e

1
ous

u + Consonant + Consonant is

./

Note that if the first (leftmost) of the two consonants is r,

the rules for r-clusters should glifollowedl, instead of the

above rules.

a = he/

e= /6/

i = /I/

o = /:/, /a/

a = /A/

II. Pronunciation of vowel followed by one consonant followed by

ion, ian, ial, la, ions, eons:

is

74.

a 4 Consonant

e + Consonant

i 4 Consonant

o + Consonant

u + Consonant

ial

ous

ian

-1

a = /e(y)/

e = /i(y)/

i = /I/

o = /o(w)/

u = /(Y)11(w)/*

III. When the i (or e) of ion, ious, eons, ian, ial, or ia rerains

in the last step in a set of rules ('-hat is, if it has not b.:en

erased), it is pronounced as /iy/. The o. ou, or a following

the i (or e) are pronounced as /4 Atardless of whether the i

*See the rules fcr u.
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has been erased or not.

IV. Do not pronounce the /y/'s and /w /'s in parentheses, when there

is an r just to the right. (e.g. -krion is pronounced /griyan/,

not igyriyan/).

18

410
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SECONDARY STRESS ROUTINE

1. If possible, number three vowels using Roman numerals (e.g. I,

II, III) from the one receiving stress, going from right to left,

as usual. The vowel which has been assigned primary stress

counts as I. If you cannot nu r the vowels because the word

.,is too short, ignore the followi g, and return to the regular

rule set.

2.
Are there two consonan s just to the right of vowel III ?

Yes

Osign secondary stress

(') to this vowel. Re-

turn to regular rule set.

,

Can you number any more

vowels from right to left? 4

Yes

Number one more

vowel. Go to

step three 0).

No

Assign secondary

stress (') to this

vowel.. Return to

regular rule set.
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Are there two consonants just to the right of this vowel?

Yes

Assign secondary stress

(') to this vowel. Re-

turn to regular rule set.

No

Can you number any more

vowels from right to left?

Yes

Number one more

vowel. Go to

step three (3).

Assign secondary

stress (') to this

vowel. Return to

regular rule set.

kite that this routine accounts forisecondary stress only about eighty

percent of the time.
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-ion

1. Number the vowels.

2. Assign stress to vowel 2. Consult the Special Rules

4.

Is there a t just to the left of the suffix

Yes

Is there an s just to the left of

the t?

Yes

Rewrite the t as oh

aid erase the i of

ion. Go to step 7.

No

No

Go to step 4.

Rewrite the t as sh

and erase the i of

ion. Go to step 7.

Is there an s justf left of the suffix?

Yes

Is there a vowel just to the left

the s?

of

Yes

Rewrite the s as zh.

Erase the i of ion.

(lb to ctep 7.

*.%

No

Go to step 5.

Erase the i of ion.

Rewrite the s as sh.

flip to step 3.

I
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5. If there is a 2: just left of the suffix, erase the i of ion,

rewrite the g as 2, and go to step 7. Otherwise go,to step 6.

6.
Is there an n or an 1 just to the left of the suffix?

Yes

Rewrite the i of ion as y,

Go to step 7.

7. Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

No

Go to step 7.

8.1 If vowel 4 is e, it is usually pronounced as /e/ (except in

f. .

r-clusters).

9. Pronounce the'vord.
0



-ous /es/ (Adjectives)

1. Number the vowels.

Schnitzer 22 I

2. If there are 2 consonants just left .of the:Suffix,.assign itr

. . 0
toyowel 2 and go to step 7; otherwise assign -Stress to vowel 3.

3.

4.

,d111,

Is there an i just to the left of the suffix?

s there a t just to the left of the :3?

Yes

Consult the Special Rules

. Rewrite thet as

sh. -Go to step 5. -

No

No

Go to step 4.

Go to step 4.

here an e or an i ,just to the left of the suff

Yes

If there is a c to the left of the e or i,

rewrite the c as sh.

If there is a to the left of the e or i,

rewrite the e as 1.

Consult the Special Rules . Go to step

5.

Go to step 6.
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5. Erase any i or e which is just to the right of a 1 or an sh.

6.
Is there a tu sequence just to the left of the suffix?

__

"--
Yes"

ReOrite the t as ch.

7. Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

No

Go to step 7.

8. If vowel 3 is stressed and it is e, then if vowels 2 is u:

4
pronounce the e as A/ (unless it is in an r-cluster).

9. Check the General Rules for guidance for vowels not specified

.by the Special Rule(s.

10. Pronounee the-vord.

2
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-al /el/ (Adjectives)

1. If there is an ion sequence just left of the suffix, perform

the -ion rules (Lesson 1) first, counting the i of ion as

vowel 1, and then go, to step 10 below.

2.* Number the vowels.

3.
Is there a consonant just to the left of the suffix?

Yes

Is this consonant a v or a x?

Yes

Place stress on vagel

2. If vowel 2 is i,

it is pronounced /ay/.

Go to step 9.

No

Is vowel 2 a u?

Yes

If there is an s just

left of the u, re-

No

Go to

step 5.

write the s as zh; if there is

a consonant just left of the zh,

rewrite the zh as sh.

If there is a t just left of the

u, rewrite the t as ch. Go to

step 5.

Are there 2 consonants just to

Yes

he left of the suffix?

ho

-Go to cj6-p 4.Place stress on vowel 2. Co to step 9.
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4. If the Sequence cid appears just left of the suffix, assign

strest to-vowel 2; the i of cidal is pronounced /ay/.

5. If stress'has not y been assigned, assignIt to vowel 3;

6.
Is there an i just left of the suffix?

Yes

ConsultAIW Special pies

If there is a t or a c'just to

the left of the i, rewrite the

t or c as sh.

Go to step 3. k

Era s4 all i's,which are just to the,rirht of Ah'i.

2%)

e

-

k
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Is there an is sequence just left of the suffix?

Yes

Vowel 3 is pronounced as follows:

1

Go to step 9.

,a: Pronounced as /ey/ ifthere is no consonant between

vowel 2 and vowel 3 or if there is only one consonant

end it is s.

If the a is followed byr + consonant (e.g. art), the a

is prorlounced as ja/. Othei-wise the a is /m/.

e: Pronounced as /iy/ if there is no.consonant b4tween

vowel 2 and vowel 3 or if there is only one consonant

and it is s or E.

If the e is follolid by r + consonant (e.g. erg), tlen

it is prOncunced as /a/.

In all other cases, the e is /R/.

o: Pronounced as /ow/ if there is no consonant between

vowel 2 and vowel 3 or if tog re is only one consonant

and it is b.

If there is a r + consonant following the o (e.g. orb),

the o is pro ou eed as /0/.

Otherwise the o is pronounced as /r/. /a/.'

u: Pronounced as /uw/ if there is an r just left of vowel 3.

Otherwise it is /yuw/.

If vowel 3 is i or yi pronounce vowel 3 as /I/.
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9. Perform 8e ondary Stress Routine.

10. 'Check th eneral Rules. Pronounce the word.

.1

c
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-an /en/ (Adjectivesil.

1. Number the vowels.

2. If there are 2 consonants-just to the left of the suffix, then

the stress is on vowel 2.

If vowel 2 is o, e, or u, 'then the stress is on vowel 2.

4, If stress has not yet been assigned, place it on vowel 3.

5.
Is there an i just to the left of the suffi ?

Yes

onsult the Special Rules.

If there is a t or a c just to the

left of the i, rewrite the t or c as sh.

No

Go to step 7.

If there is a g just to the left of the i, rewrite

the E as a 1.

Is there an s just to the left of the i?

Yes

If there is another s just to the

lAft of the c, rewrite thqie as

sh. Ifithere is a vowel just to

the left of the s, rewrite the s

as zh.

Go to step

Erase all i's which are just to the right of I's or sh's orzh's.

2
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7: Perform the Secondary ress Routine.

8. Consult the General Rules. Pronounce the word.

S./

3
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-envy /ensiy/, -ence /ens/, (Nouns)

-ent /ent/, (Adjectives, Nouns)

1. Number the vowels. If the word ends in -rent see the rules

for -rent (Lesson 31).

2: If there are 2 consonants immediately to the right of vowel 2,

assign stress to vowel 2. If vowel 2 is a or e, assign stress

to vowel 2. Otherwise assign it to vowel 3.'

Is there. an i just left of vowel 11.

Yes

Is there.an n just left of the)

i?

Yes

Rewrite the i as y.

Go to step 5.

No

No [ .

Go to step 5.

Go to step 4.

4. If there is a c, sc, or t just deft of the i, rewrite the c,

sc or t as 5.

5. Rules for stressed vowels:

i. If vowel 3 is stressed, pronounce vowel 3 as follows:

When vowel 3 is followed by r 4"consonant, see Rules for

r-clusters ( ). Otherwise vowel 3 is as follows when

stressed:

3l
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i = /I/

a is /ey/ when followed by 1 consonant + ie (e.g. atie)

or by a consonant + ye (e.g. me).

=

0 =

Otherwise a is /m

/uw/

/3/

1e is /iy/ when followed by a conson t + ie (e.g. edie),

.-1

or by 1 consonant + ye (e.g. enye).

Otherwise e is /g/.

ii. -If there is an i just to the right of an g, erase the i.

iii. If vowel 2 is stressed, pronounce vowel 2 as follows:

c followed by r is /0/.

o followed by 2 consonants is

o is /ow/ elsewhere.

k

u is /0/ when followed by r

u is /A/ when followed by 2

u is /uw/ elsewhere.

e is /e/ when followed by r

e is' /E/ when followed by 2

.e is /iy/ elsewhere.

/0/, /a/.

4 consonant (e.g. urg).

consonants.

+ consonant (e.g. erg).

consonants.

a is /a/ when followed by r 4- consonant (e.g. art).

a is /m /when followed by r + vowel (e.g. arency).

a is /ey/ elsewhere.

3 9
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i is /I/ when followed by 2 consonants.

i is /ay/ elsewhere.

6. Check the General Rules. Pronounce the word.
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-ancy /ensiy/, -ance /ens/. -ant /ent/

r

1.. Number the vowels.

If there. aret 2 consonants--imediately to the right of vowel 2,

assign stress toj'vowel 2. If there is a ur sequence just left

of vowel 1, assign stress to the u (vowel 2). If there is a y

or a w immediately to the left of vowel 1, assign stress to

vowel 2. Otherwise assign stress to vowel 3.

3. If g or El is immediately to the left of vowel 1, rewrite the

gs or gi as I. and go to step 5. Otherwise go to step 4.

4.

Yes

Is vowel 2 u?

If there is an s or ss'just left of the u,

rewrite the s or, ss as sh.

Go to step 5.

5. ,Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

6. Irowelpronunciationsarenly partially predictable, and only by

a very complicated set q' rules. Put consult the General Rules

for guidance. Then pro;ounce.the word.

34
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-ic /ek/ (Adjectives)

,
Number the'vowele; count x as a Vowel for vowel 2.

2. Assign stress to xowel 2.

3. Perform-Seieridary Stress Routine.
- --

4. PronuAation of voWel-2:-=-1---

a: Pronounced as icy/ if there is no consonant between

vowel 1 and vowel 2 or if there is nn/Y one consonant

and it is s.

If the a is followed by r consonant (e.g. art), the a

is pronounced as /a/.

In all other cases, the a is / ae /.

e: Pronounced as /iy/ if the, e, no consonant between

vowel 1 and vowel.2 or if there is only one consonant

and it is s or E.

If the e is followed by r + consonant (e.g. erp), then

it is pronounced as /e/.

In all other cases, the e is /e/.

o: Pronounced as /ow/ if there is no consonant between

vowel 1 and vowel 2, or if there is finly one consonant

and it is b.

If there, is an r + consonant following the o (e.g.

the o is pronounced as /o/.

Otherwise the o is pronounced as /4, /a/.

orb),
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ii. Pronounced as /uw/ "there is an r just left of

vowel 2, unless step i. applies.

iii. Otherwise the u is pronounced as /yuw/.

y : If vowel 2 is i or y (see step 1 above), pronounce

vowel 2 as /I/.

Pronounce the word.
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I IL

-ate (Verbs: /eyt/) V(Mouns, Adjectives: Igt14

se,

These words are predictable only when. there are at least 3

syllables in the word (i.e. you must be able to number at least 3

vowels in step 2 below).
e

lt. If there is an -ion sequence just left of the dUffix, perform

.

PP

it

2.

the -ion rules (Lesson 14- on the -ion word counting the i as

vowel 1, and then.-fmto step 7. Otherwise go to step 2:

!lumber the vowels.

3. Assign stress to vowel 3.

4. If there is a ci or ti sequence just left of the suffix, change

the 2 or to sh.

5. Rules for vowel 3:

a: When followed iloc r + consonant, it. is

Otherwise it is /a0;

i: When followed by a vowel it is /ay/.

Otherwise it is /I/.

u: When followed by 2 consonants, it is /A/.

Otherwise it is /yuw/.

e: If there is a consonant between vowel 1 and vowel 2, the

e is pronounced as /e/.

If there is no consonant, it is /iy/

o: If it is followed by r, it is pronounced as /0/.

If it is not followed by-r, and there is a consonant

between vowel 1 and vowel 2, the o is pronounced as /d,-/a/.

4
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If there is no consonant between vowel 1 and vowel 2, it

is pronounced as /ow/.

Rules for vowel 2:

If there is a consonant in between vow 1 and vowel 2,

vowel 2 is pronounced as /e/, unless.it is a--S.

When vowe is u, it is pronounced /e/ before'? consonants.

Otherwise it is iyuwi.

Otherwise, if there is no consonant between vowel 1 and

vowel 2, then vowel 2 is iiyi, If there is an intervening

consonant, vowel 2 is /e/.
wi

7. If the word is a verb, pronounce the suffix as /eyt /. Otherwise

it is /et/.

8. Pronounce the word.
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-ism /Izem/ (Nouns)

1. If there is a real English adjective ending 10 al just to the

11*
left of the suffix -ism, perform the -al rules (Lesson 3),

counting the a of -al as vowel 1rpronounce/the -al word nor-

mally, adding /Izem/ at the end, and ignore the rules below.

Otherwise go4t0 step 2.

2. If there is a real Enaish adjective ending in an just to the

the left of, the Suffix -ism, perform the -an rules (Lesson 4)1

counting the a of -an as vowel 11 pronounce the -an word

normally, adding /Izem/ at the end, and ignore the rules below.

Otherwise go to step 3.

3. I 'there is an actual English woad ending in ion just to the

left of the suffix -ism, perro6 the -ion rules (Lesson 1),

counting the i of -ion 1 vowel 1; pronounce the -i n word

normally, adding /Izem/ at the end, and ignore the rules below.

Otherwise go to step 4.

4. Number the vowels.

5.
Does the sequence morph appear just left of the suffix?

Yes

A-6-sign stress to voger-2% Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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6.
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-

Does the sequence 'trop' appear just left of the suffix?

Yes

Assign stress to vowel 3. Vowel 2

is /e/. Go to step S.

Go to step 7.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Is there at least one consonant etueen vowel 2 and vowel 3?

Yes No

Assign stress to vowel 3. 'Adstglii stress to vowel 4.

Vowels cannot be, predicte4

for guidelines.

Ch just left of the suffix

Pronounce the crd.

in general,

-ism is pronounced

bi)t check the General Rules.

/k/.

3
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-ize, -ise /ayz/ (Verbs)

1. If there is a real English Adjective ending in al just to the

left of the suffix, perform the -al rules (Lesson 3), counting

the a of -al as vowel 1. Pronounce the -al word normally,

adding /ayz/ at the end, and ignore the rules below. Otherwise

go to step 2.

2. If there is -a real English word ending in an just to the left

of the suffix, peform the -an rules (Lesson 4), counting the a

of -an as vowel 1. PronOunce the -an word normally, adding

/ayz/ at the end, and ignore the rules below. Otherwise go'to

step 3.

3. Number the vowels.

4.
Is there at least one consonant between vowel 2 and -owel 3?

Yes

tAssign stress to vowel 3.

-7

No

Assign stress to vowel 4.

Vowels cannot be predicted, but check the General Rules for some

guidelineg.

6. If there is an s just left of the suffix, it is pronounced /s/.

7. Pronounce the word.

41
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-ia (Nouns)

A. Wolter the vowels.

2. Assign stress to vowel 2. Consult the Special Rules.

3. If there is a c or a t just left of the suffix, rewrite the c

or the t plus the following i (el or ti) as sh.

4. If there is a g just left of the suffix, rewrite the E and

o

the following i (si) as 1

Is there an s just left of the suffix?
e....--

,

Yes

Is there a vowel just left of the s?

Yes

Rewrite the si sequence

as zh.

No

No

Go to step 6.

Go to step 6.

6. Perform the Secondary Stress Routine. Consult the General

Rules. Pronounce the word.
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Aleriy/, /riy/ (Adjectives)

If ion i immediately to the left of the suffix, perform the

rules for -ion (Lesson 1), counting the i of ,,.moons -Vdrel 1.

Pronounce the word ending in -ion normally, but with _wry at

the end. Ignore the rest of the rules below.

2; Number th4\vowels. If.there are 2 consonants just left of the

suffix, assign stress to vowel 2.

If stress has not yet been assigned, assign it to vowel 3.

4.
Is stress on vowel 3?

Yes

Pronounce vowel 3 as follows:

a = /ae e = /6/, i = /1/

Is vowel 3 o or u?

0

Is there an

r just right

of the o?

Yes

PronounJe

o as /o/.

Go to

step 5.

!Jo

neither

Go to step

5.

Pronounce o

as /*/, /a/.

Go to step

5.

Are there

2 conso-

nants just

to the

Pronounce

vowel 2 as

follows:

/a3/
/6/

/I/

o = /ow/

Go to te p 5.

right of the u?

Yes

Pronounce u as /A/.

Go to step 5.

43

No

Pronounce u

as /yuw/. Go

to step 5.



5. Pronounce vowel 1 as /4.

6. Perform the Secondiry Stress Routine.

7. Pronounce the word.

44
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-ible (Abell) (-ibil (/ebil/) in compounds)
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1. Number the vowels.

2. If there are 2 consonants just left of the suffix,. assign stress

to vowel 2 and go to step 5. Otherwise go to step 3.

3.

1
Is vowel 2 an i?

YeS

Assign stress to

vowel 3.

No

Assirn stress to

vcrWel 2.

4. If stress is on vowel 3, pronounee vowel 3 as follows:

e = /e/

/c/, /a/

If stress is on. vowel 2, pronounde 2 as follows:

. .1) If vowel 2 is in an r-cluster.(i.e, vowel + r + consonant),

use the r-cluster rules ,

ii) Otherwise: a /

e =

i

o is

o is

6. Check the General iAiles.

/8/

/I/

/ow/

14

before

,

/o/w /a/ before 2

1 consonant.

consonants.

is /yur/before 1 consonant.

is /4/ before 2 consonants.*

Pronounce the word.
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-cy /sI /, /sir/ (Nouns)

1. If the word ends in -ancy or -ency, ignore the following and

instead apply the appropriate rules for words ending in

-ancy (Lesson 6) or -ency (Lesson 5).

2. Number the vowels. Remember that y is a vowel here, since it

is final,

3. If there are 2 consonants immediately to the right of vowel 3,

assign stress to vowel 3.

4. If stress has not as yet been assigned, assign it_to vowel 4.

5. Rules for vowels:

If vowel 4 is stressed, then vowel 4 is pronounced as follows:

i = /I/

/ aD /

e is /0/ when followed by

e is /@/ elsewhere

If vowel 3 is stressed, then vowel 3 is pronounced as followc:

6. Pronounce the word.
ro,

a is /a/ when followed by r

a is / / elsewhere

o is /./, /a/ when followed by 2 consonapts

o is /ow/ elsewhere

e is /e/

i is /ay/

.1 I
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-ician Agen/ (Nouns)

1. Number the vowels.

2. Assign stress to vowel 1.

Ar

Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

'4Insult the General Rules. Pronounce the word.

411
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-graph graf /, /grail, -gram - /gnarl/.

(Nouns)

tip

1. Number the vowels, counting Y as a vowel.

2.

Schnitzer 47

-scnpe /skowp/

Are there 2 vowels just left-of the suffix?

Yes

Assigp stress to vowel 4, Assign stress to vowel 3.

3. Check the General Rules, however the vowels of these words can
N

generally be-predicted only with very complex rules.)

4. Pronounce the word.

OM,
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-itis /Aytes/, /aytes/ (Nouns)

1. Number the vowels.

2. Assign- Stress to vowel 1.

3. Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

4. ,Check the Gineral Rules.

5. Pronounce the word.

40
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/owsas/, /eses/ (Nouns)

1. Number the vowels. Count y. as a vowel.

2.
Is the sequence morph just left of the suffix?

Yes

Assign primary stress to vowel 2.

No

Assign primary stress

to vowel 1 (-t* /ow / ).1

If vowel 2 is stressed, vowel 2 is pronounced /0/, and vowel 1 .

is pronounced as /e/,

4. Perform the Secondary Stress Routine.

5. Consult the Cnneral Rules.

6. Pronounce the word.

a

b.

2

t

4 A

..
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-able /ebel/ (Adjectives) (-abil /ebil/ in compounds)

1.
Is there an actual English word just left of the suffix?

Yes

The suffix is neutral. Pronounce the

to the left'of the suffix normally,

adding /ebel/ at the end. If there are

two pronunciations of the English word

to the left of the suffix--one for a

verb and one for a noun--choose the

verbal form.

Go to step 2.

2. If you have already performed step 1 twice, pc: to step J. If you

have performed step 1 only once:

a) If there is an i just left of the suffix, chance it to z

(vowel) and go back to step 1.

b) If there is no i just left of the suffix, place an e just

left of the suffix and go back to step 1.
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If you have added or changed any letters, restore the word

to its original spelling. Does the word begin with un or in?

Yes

Ignore the un (/An/) or in (/In/) and go to

step 1 (still ignoring the. un or in); if

this is the second time you have performed

step 3, go to step 4.

Go to step

4.

4. Number the vowels. Place stress on vowel j (vowel 2 if there is

no vowel 3 or if vowel 3 is part of initial un or in, which we

ignore for stress placerent.).

5. Rules for vowels:

i. If stress is on vowel 2, pronounce vowel 2 as follows:

a = /a /

e = /6/

o = /ow/

u is /A/ if followed by 2 consonants;

otherise* u is /yuw/.

i is /ay/ if followed by a; otherwise it is /I/.
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ii. If stress is on vowel 3, pronounce vowel 3 as follows:

a =

o = /0/, /a/

e is /o/ if followed by r + consonant

(e.g. ert); otherwise e is /6/.

i is /I/ if followed' by a consonant; when

followed by a vowel it is /ay/.

u is /A/ when followed by 2 consonants.

-,-

Otherwise it is /yuw/.

6. Pronounce theCord.

53
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-age /03/ (Nouns)

Schnitzer 53

Is there an i just left of the suffix?

Yes

If there is an r ;lust left °o

the i, erase the i. Go to

step 2.

No

Go to step 2.

2. If there is a real. English word Just left of the suffix, the

suffix is neutral; pronounce the word normally, adding .1g2 (/03/)

at the end; otherwise go to step 3.

3. Number the vowels. Assign stress to vowel APP

4. Rules for pronunciation of vowel *2:

a: if followed by 2 is (i.e. arr), it is pronounced /

if followed by r consonant (e.g. arv), it is pronounced

/a/. Othe'rqlse it is

e: /6/

/T/

u: if followed by 1, 'consonants

/A/. Ctherwise it is

o: not predicto,ble.

5. Pronounce the word.

/yuw/.

(e. r. ant), it is pronounced

51
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-oid /oyd/ (Adjectives, Nouns)

,

1. Number the vowels. Count y as a vowel in these words.

2. It there are'2 consonants just lefeof the suffix, stress is on

vowel 2.

3. If stress has not been assigned, place it on vowel 3.

4

4. Rules for vowels:

i) If vowel 2 is stressed, then vowel 2 is pronounced as

follows:

e is /e/ if followed by 2 consonants.Otherwise,

it is /iy /.

y layl.

If vowel 3,is'stressed then vowel 2 is pronounced as

follows :

a /0/

o = /e /-

e = /e/

u = /yuw/

i is /iy/ if it is just left of a' vowel.

Otherwise i is N.

Ii
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iii) If vowel 3 is stressed then vowel 2 is pronounced as

follows:

a = /a,/

u = /uw/

e is pronounced as /0/ when followed by 2 consonants.

Otherwise it is /iy/.

o is pronounced as /o/,/a/ when followed by 2 consonants.

Otherwise it is /owl.

Pronounce the word.
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-ty /tI/, /tiy/ (Nouns)

1. If there is a real English word just to the left of the suffix,

then e suffix is neutral, so pronounce the word normally,

A:ding /tiy/ at the end. If there is no such real word, go to

tep 2.

.x

ll

i9

5 rr
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Is there an i just left of the suffix?

Yes

Does the sequence al appear just left of the i?

Yes

Perform the -al rules son 3) on this

word, countinf the a of - 1 1,

but skip step 7. Change prim stress

marks to secondary stress marks. Erase

the numbers and Fo to step 3 below.

0

Go to step 3.

Does the sequence

abil appear just

left of the i?

No

Does the sequence ibil appear just left of

the i?

Yes No

Go to step 3.

Perform the -ible rules (Lesson 13) on the

word, substituting -ibil for -ible, and

counting the leftmost i of ibil as vowel 1.

Change primary stress marks to secondary

stress marks. Erase the numbers. Co to

step 3 below.

fi

Yes

Perform the -able

rules (Lesson 23)

on the word, sub-

stituting -abil

for -able, and

counting a of

abil as vowel 1.

Change primary

stress marks to

secondary stress

marks. Erase the

numbers. Go to

step 3 below.



Number the vowels. Place primary stress on vowel 3.

4. Rules for the prohunciation of vowel 3:

a: if followed by r + consonant (e.g. art), it is pronounced

as /a/.

if followed by a consonant, itL5.4-/Seb

if followed by a vowel, it is pronounced /ey /.

e:. if followed by r + consonant (e.g. erg), it is-pronounced

as /o/.

if followed by a consonant, it is pronounced /e /.

if followed by a vowel, it is Ay/.

if followed by r + consonant (e.g. irn), it is pronounced

as /s/.

if followed by a consonant, it is pronounced /I/.

if followed by a vowel, it is pronounced as ay/.

o: if followed by r, it is pronounced as / /.

otherwise it is pronounced as AI, /a/.

Iv if preceded by r, it is pronounced as /uw/.

otherwise it is /yuw/.

Vowel 2 is pronounced as /4.

6. Per&rm the Secondary Stress Routine if secondary 'Stress has not

been assigned.

7. Pronounce the word.

5:9
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-ment /ment/

(Uouns (and Adjectives pronounced like Nouns with the same spelling))

1. Number the vowels.

2. If there is an a just left of the suffix, place stress on vowel 3

and go to step 5.

3.
Is there an English word just to the left of the suffix?

Yes

The suffix is neutral. Pronounce the word

normally, adding /merit/ at the end.

No

Go to step 4.

4. If stress has not yet been assigned, perform the rules for -ent
As'

words (Lesson 5), and ignore step 5 below.

5. Vowel 3 is predictable according to the General Rules.

Vowel 2 is /e/. Consult the General Rules and pronounce the word.
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-most /mowst/

1. Do not number the vowels.

2. Stress is assigned to the kftmost syllable in the word. Most

,of the graphic raterial left of the suffix represents,English

words. When a real English word does appear left of the suffix,

it should be rronounced as usual, with /rowst/ at the end.



1.

2.

-ly /11/, /liy/ (Adverbs and Adjectivds)

Is there a real Enclish word to the left of the suffix?

Yes

The suffix is neutral. Pronounce the word to the

left of the suffix normally, adding -Ly at the end,

No

Go to step

2.

Is there an ab sequence or an ib sequence just left of the suffii?

Yes

Change the 21_ in"-lv to e. Yerforn the rules

for -able (Lesson 28) or -ible (Lesson 13);

but instead of pronouncing the suffix as

/pbalj, pronounce it as /E.bliy/.'

No

Go to 3

3.

Is the sequence al found just to the left ofithe suffix?

Delete the al sequence. Go to step 5.

4. If there is an i just left of the suffix, chance the 1 to Z.

5. Once the above chances have been myle, the suffix is neutral.

Pronounce the word to the left of the suffix, normally, adding

/liy/ at the end.

11"



V. .Discussion.

There were twelve subjeticinvolved in testing the rules presented

above. A total of about SO sets of rules were tested; however, P.G.

alone covered as many as 25. Results of fifteen sets of rules which

other subjects worked on are currently, being tabulated and 'being

subjected to a control study involving,franpphone subjects who read

the words and who per form a repetit on exerci4, but who do not per-

form the rules. Results of this c¢ntrolled study are needed in order

to ascertain the significance of results of the kind presented in

Table I above. Nevertheless, the results presented in thii_paper

are suggestive of the usifuln s of ordered rules in teaching"English

pronunciation to non-native speakers whose primary'contact with the

language is through reading.

What is of particular interest is the fact that when P.G. was

retested a second time on two of the word classes.(this time

four month0 after his application of the rules), his result's were still

fr

greatly improved, compared.to his first pe ce. (See the fifth

column of Table I for these data for theiwords en4ing with -ent, -ence,

-ency, and -ic.) Thus the method seems to produce long-term results.

z
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